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Ll $\sum_{j=1}^{p}|$ $\beta$ Lasso
;
$\hat{\beta}_{lasso}=\arg\min\{-l(\beta)+\lambda_{\gamma}\sum_{j=1}^{p}|\beta_{j}|\}$
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M
;
Stepl: Elastic net $\hat{\beta}_{En}=(\hat{\beta}_{En_{-}1},\hat{\beta}_{En_{-}2}, \cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{En_{-}p})^{t}$
Step2: $l$ (l-1) $\hat{\beta}_{Ren}^{(l-1)}=(\hat{\beta}_{Ren_{-}1}^{(l-1)},\hat{\beta}_{Ren_{-}2}^{(l-1)}, \cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{Ren.p}^{(l-1)})^{t}$
$w_{j}^{(l)}=/1(\hat{\beta}_{Ren_{-}j}^{(l-1)}+\delta)^{\text{ }}(j=1,2, \cdots\cdots, p)$
.










Step3 $\beta$ Elastic net
Elastic net
;
Step3-1 : $X_{i}=(X..’ X_{-}, \cdots\cdots, X_{j}p)^{t}$ $w^{(l)}=(w_{1}^{(l)}, w_{2}^{(l)}, \cdots\cdots, w_{p}^{(l)})^{t}$
$X:=(X_{i1}^{*}, X_{i2}^{*}, \cdots\cdots, X_{ip}^{*})^{t}$ ;
$X_{i}^{\cdot}=(^{x_{i1}}X_{i2},$ $\cdots\cdots,X/ipw_{p}^{(l)})^{l}$
Step3-2: Elastic net $\hat{\beta}^{(l)*}=(\hat{\beta}_{1}^{(l)},\hat{\beta}_{2}^{(l)*}, \cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{p}^{(l)})$ ;
$\hat{\beta}^{(l)*}=\arg\min\{\frac{1}{2}\sum_{\dot{f}=l}^{n}(Y_{i}-X_{i}^{*}{}^{t}\beta)^{2}+\lambda_{1}\sum_{j=1}^{p}|\beta_{j}|+\frac{\lambda_{2}}{2}\sum_{j=1}^{p}\beta_{j}^{2}\}$
Step3-3:1 $\hat{\beta}_{Ren}^{(1)}=(\hat{\beta}_{Ren_{-}1}^{(1)},\hat{\beta}_{Ren}^{(1)}2, \cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{Renp}^{(1)})^{t}$ ;
$\hat{\beta}_{Ren}^{(1)}=(\hat{\beta}_{1}^{(l}/)*w_{1}^{(l)},\hat{\beta}_{2}^{(l}/)*w_{2}^{(l)},$ $\cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{p}^{(}/l)*w_{p}^{(l))^{l}}$
M
$M$ Recursive elastic net $\hat{\beta}_{{\rm Re} n}$
3.
3-1.




$\hat{\beta}_{{\rm Re} n}^{(1)}=$ arg min$\{-l(\beta)+\lambda_{1}\sum_{j--l}^{p}w_{j}^{(1)}|\beta_{j}|+\lambda_{2}\sum_{j--1}^{p}\beta_{j}^{2}\}$
Recursive elastic net
Recursive elastic net 2
Stepl: Elastic net $\hat{\beta}_{En}=(\hat{\beta}_{En1},\hat{\beta}_{En_{-}2}, \cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{Lnp})^{t}$
;
$\hat{\beta}_{En}=\arg\min\{-l(\beta)+\lambda_{7}\sum_{j=1}^{p}|\beta_{j}|+\lambda_{2}\sum_{j=1}^{p}\beta_{j}^{2}\}$
Step2: $M$ $l$ (1-1)
$\hat{\beta}_{Ms}^{(l-1)}=(\hat{\beta}_{Ms_{-}1,Ms_{-}2}^{(l-1)(l-1)},\cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{Ms_{-}p}^{(l-1)})^{t}\wedge$
$w_{j}^{(l)}=/1(\beta\hat$M(’s–l)j $+$ 5 $)$
$(j=1,2,\cdots\cdots,p)$ .




$w^{(l)}=(w_{1}^{(l)}, w_{2}^{(l)}, \cdots\cdots, w_{p}^{(l)})^{t}$
$x:=(X/j1w_{1}^{(l)},X/i2w_{2}^{(l)},\cdots\cdots,X/jpw_{p}^{(l)})$









$X_{i}^{*}=(X_{i1}^{*}, X_{i2}^{*}, \cdots\cdots, X_{ip}^{*})^{t}$ $l^{2}(\beta)$
;
$\hat{\beta}^{(l)*}=$ arg min$\{-l^{*}(\beta)+A_{1}\sum_{j=1}^{p}|\beta_{j}|+\lambda_{2}\sum_{j=1}^{p}\beta_{j}^{2}\}$
$\hat{\beta}_{{\rm Re} n}^{(1)}=(\hat{\beta}_{1}^{(l}/)\cdot w_{1}^{(l)},\hat{\beta}_{2}^{(l}/)*w_{2}^{(l)},\cdots\cdots,\hat{\beta}_{p}^{(}/l)s_{\mathcal{W}_{p}^{(l))^{l}}}$
Step5:
$M$ Step2, Step3, Step4
M
$M$ $\hat{\beta}_{{\rm Re} n}$
Stepl Step4 Coordinate
Descent(Hastie et al. $(2009)$) $[4]$ gradient ascent algoriflm(Goeman (2009))[8]
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“ ” Lasso $M=2$
Lasso adaptive lasso
Iterated lasso (Zhang et al. (2008)) [5] Iterated lasso




2 1 Recursive elastic net
$M=1$ Elastic net







(2) $M=1$ “ ” Lasso $\langle$ Elastic net
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oracle property [11] adaptive















$: \mu=()\frac{m,m,\cdot\cdots\cdot,m}{80\text{ }},\frac{0,0,\cdot\cdot\cdot\cdot,0}{420\text{ }}$
$: \mu=(,)\frac{00,\cdots\cdots,0,,0,\cdots\cdots,0}{500\text{ }}$
$\Sigma=\{\begin{array}{lllllll}1 \rho^{|1- 2|} \rho^{|1- 3|} \rho^{|l} 500|\rho^{|2- 1|} 1 \rho^{|2- 3|} \rho^{|2} soo|\rho^{|s-\iota|} \rho^{|3-2|} 1 .\cdot _{\rho^{|3}} soo|\vdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots \cdots\rho^{|soo-\iota|} \rho^{|500- 2|} \rho^{|500- 3|} 1 \end{array}\}$
$m,$ $\rho$ $m=1$ . $\rho=0$ ,
$\rho=0.3$ , $\rho=0.5$ 3
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